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About This Game

Story

Love Ritual will put you into the shoes of a young woman Riilai, a professional scientist with extensive knowledge of occult
rituals. In the midst of a big case, the police reach out to her family seeking their expertise on the forbidden ritual that had taken

place at the crime scene. Riilai arrives in the city to find that the police have two suspects in custody, one belonging to the
Necromancer League, the other from the Druid Circle, and both claiming innocence. Under extreme pressure, it is up to Riilai

to use her expert opinion to determine the guilty party.
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The suspects each have an advocate from their respective groups ready to defend their clients and sway Riilai to their side.
Remaining neutral will be hard for Riilai however, as both advocates are as charming as they are passionate in their defense of

their clients.

But, over the course of the investigation, things take a darker turn and Riilai will have to trust her heart to see her through to the
end...

Key Features

Mature Narrative
40,000 words dedicated to a convincing romance storyline and investigative plot! A fantasy theme containing deep secrets, the

flaws of characters, and the flaws of the world they live in!

The Gameplay
As Riilai, you will need to observe crime scenes, search for important items, decide what to do next and how to get clues on the

suspects. You yourself will also fall under cross-examination and much more!

Soundtrack and Art
Enjoy the unique soundtrack composed exclusively for Love Ritual and immerse yourself into the wonderful art that makes the

magical atmosphere of the world the game is set in!

Animated Characters and Backgrounds
Love Ritual features Live2D technology that brings life to our characters and backgrounds. See how the characters change

emotions, expressing emotions such as happiness, anger, shock, embarrassment, and more!

Fall Into A Romance!
The two very different advocates will be fighting for your attention and to sway your opinion. It is up to you who you will side
with as well as how it will end! On one side we have the attentive and kind Shanrae, advocate of the Druid Circle and eager to
succeed. On the other end we have the rationalizing and eccentric Kalaseth, advocate of the Necromancer League who is swift

and without mercy for his opponents.

Cat City
Hidden cats and objects within the backgrounds await you! Collect all cat memes and see them in the Easter Eggs Gallery, or
just simply interact with the backgrounds and see what happens! And, of course, there are Steam Achievement awards to be

earned!
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Bullet Hell.
Kind of fun. It's a decent example of the genre, I don't regret my purchase and I don't like bullet hell.. Short, but IT'S SO
FUNNY OMG.
It's such a nice experience. It's like the bastard son of Touhou and Crypth of the Necrodancer.
. Its okey, funny and hard but nothing for me.
I liked the fartig of the bear.. Beat the game in 10 minutes.
No sound effects, annoying bongo music.
At least it works I suppose.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/xxmPNKogpFo. I like this. In the videos it looks kind of rigid with the preset animations and it is but not as
bad as it looks in the videos. You do have some interaction but it's very limited.

The obstacle course creation is actually pretty fun and makes me want to see just how crazy I can make it. Not great for demos
due the complex nature since it's basically a level design software.

You can interact with the Corgi but only on the main menu. Would be great if they added a catch mode or feeding mode just to
be able to interact more.. I thought I'd give this a go because I enjoyed the old point and click adventure games. I found this
frustrating and slow so just couldnt get into it. Perhaps it has an amazing story later as other reviews have mentioned but after
35mins i just hadnt found myself enjoying it yet and had already got semi stuck a few times.
. This is a very good game, the levels are very nice the way they're set up, and it is very fun.
I have run into minor bugs in the past, and have discussed them with the developer, and he is working as hard as he can to fix
them. The dev does do his best to talk with the communtiy to help this game grow. I think if you gave him, and the game a
chance, I think you find this game very enjoyable. This is a very well made game, and I'm very excited for it's release.. I have
decided to leave a review for this game.
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This game is great but repetitive. i think the sound mechanics have to be tweaked and i wish i had customiztion of the colors.

As a game maker i know some customization is easy-ish. changing colors should be easy and i sound like a know-it-all but
simple tweaks will make this a great game

also the lack of players isn't your fault but it kinda sucks. I'm really impressed with this game, it's deceptively simple, extremely
satisfying and absolutely addictive. It's got more gameplay depth than most of these simple action blaster games, and took me
longer to get the hang of flying - but once I did, totally hooked and literally couldn't put it down until I unlocked the second ship.

Things happen so fast in this game it's hard to do it justice without playing but there is a some serious satisfaction from zipping
through swarms of ships with only one wing left, navigating around a gravity well pulling all the enemies chasing you in, and
escaping while doing entirely unnecessary amounts of spins to show off while grabbing the final collectible you need to unlock
that ship (I was stuck at 34 of 35 for like an hour - but didn't give up!)

I got a lot more out of Warp Glider that I expected - for this price point you can't go wrong with this game!. I've only recently
gotten into rogue-likes, but I've been enjoying my time with HyperRogue. It's a game where the procedures are simple, but the
possibilities are endless.

First of all, I have a slight bias when it comes to this game. I'm a mathematician (at least, in the sense that I have a math degree
and that I teach high school math), so the idea of a game that involves hyperbolic geometry is very appealing to me right at the
start. But let's talk about the rest of the game's appeal first.

You're in a world that is, in some ways, larger than infinite. Imagine a flat plane, that extands out in all directions forever. Due
to it's strange geometry, HyperRogue's world is even bigger than that. One thing that's interesting about this is just how different
things are because of that: in many worlds that we imagine in fantasy, there are often only superficial differences between them
and the world that we know. Now try to imagine a place where the laws of nature did not function as we expect them to. That is
the alien nature of HyperRogue's world.

Many playthroughs only scratch the surface: you need to clear 10 worlds (with certain other conditions) to win the game, but the
game contains over 50, so on any two playthroughs, you may see very little overlap. In my 18 hours of playtime (as of this
writing), there are many worlds I've never even reached, let alone really explored (but I'm also not very good, so Your Mileage
May Vary). And the worlds are very unique. In some worlds, you can't stand still. In some worlds, you can climb the bodies of
dead enemies to reach higher terrain. In some worlds, the terrain IS made of enemies who are sleeping...until they wake up and
come after you. And in one world, you're playing Minesweeper. And in most worlds, things that are impossible in our world
become possible. So there's always more to learn and do.

Many of your abilities are based on actual properties in hyperbolic geometry. You can use the properties of the world's negative
curvature to escape your enemies as they close in on you. Areas that would close up in dead ends open up into a garden of
forking paths. You can travel inside an endless sequence of concentric circles. Just be careful not to get lost: for every step you
take from your starting point, the amount of spaces you can reach is doubled.

And for you math geeks out there, the game has a plethora of content for you, from various display modes to see what
hyperbolic geometry looks like, like Poincare models or hypersian rugs, to worlds that you can play in Euclidian (ie, normal for
us) mode...just to see how strange the hyperbolic world really is.

If you like mathematical geometry, this is a game for you (at least, to hold you over until Miegakure comes out). If you like
rogue-likes, check this one out. I bet you haven't played one quite like it before.. 10\/10 broken fingers. really good game 10/10.
A game developed in English by a team without a solid grasp of the English language.

The premise of the game might be fun if I could ever get past the impression that it was made by a third grader. The game is
FULL of spelling and grammar errors that makes it nearly unplayable. I'm not talking about some obscure, misspelled word in
one location. It's ALL OVER! Things like: antything (anything), potentiall (potential), ressource (resource), upcomming
(upcoming). That was within the first 10-15 minutes then I quit writing them all down. Grammar sucks too. You get things like
"Having a fully party...". What the hell is a fully party?! Or "it will reach it's destination". Yes, with an apostrophe. When these
kind of errors are so blatantly obvious, it detracts from the immersion of the game and makes it thoroughly unenjoyable.
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Refunding. I might try again in the future...might.

Look at the first screenshot...you can find several errors. "...is what consumes the Mages every single day". Should be Mage's.
"...choose to focuse his energy..." Should be focus.

Look at the hints in the screenshots. The words are split apart. Very sloppy and amateurish work.

***EDIT BASED ON DEVELOPER FEEDBACK***
The developers seem to be earnestly working toward resolution. I am holding off on requesting a refund at this point due to their
below response and will revise my review based on a second attempt after their next update.. It starts with me not knowing the
menu because the screen isnt meant for max settings, so I had to guess tapping around to get into the settings menu to see there
arent a lot of settings, no problem. I can play not lets get to the good stuff!

This is a highly detailed "door opening" simulator. I do not know about you guys, but I love opening doors, especially when
every last one of them looks identical. It adds to the mystery of the game. Did they buy all these doors at Home Depot and they
aged exactly the same? No additional moisture near the wash rooms that would cause some sort of additional erosion or wear
and tear over time?

You can the develpment team really poured a lot of effort into this.

It will be 2.99 in no time, wait for it :). Nothing too complicated, but it's a good little bullet hell game. Great for killing some
time on my work laptop!. Well, before I tell you what Undead Overlord is, let us first cover the basics of what it is not. It's not
finished for one thing. A second key point that is worth mentioning is that it is not a game with femiliar gameplay. Both these 2
things are being said not in a negitive sense, not at all. They are just worth being noted before i go into what the game is.

Undead Overlord, I saw this awhile back on Kickstarter. The concept of being the zombie-leader-commander was a very good
hook, and still is. The game never made it to being fully funded. But now its been out for early access, which is cool. Gameplay
is unique a bit clunky on a few things, but taking into account the game isn't finished yet should put some minds at ease for the
time being. The game plays like a RTS but most of the time I feel like i'm always starting out with a infantry-flood tactic, which
I suppose is to be expected (because you're zombies). All things considered, the game does show alot of promise, weather it can
get rolling is up to funding and a whole lot of drive to see this through to the end.
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